OpenNebula - Bug #112
Name of the VM should be in DB table
06/16/2009 06:50 PM - Tino Vázquez

Status: Closed
Priority: Normal
Assignee: Tino Vázquez
Category: Core & System
Target version: Release 1.4
Resolution: fixed

Description
Currently, it appears in the template, but for coherence with other tables it should be changed so it lives in the DB table corresponding to the vmpool.

Associated revisions
Revision f362e64c - 09/13/2016 12:48 PM - Daniel Dehennin

Feature #3510: authorize "EMULATOR" in VM TEMPLATE (#112)

- src/vm/VirtualMachine.cc (insert): Add "EMULATOR" to the list of VM attributes understood by opennebulia.

- src/vmm/LibVirtDriverKVM.cc (deployment_description_kvm): Get "EMULATOR" from VM template first, then from default and finally from hardcoded path.

Thanks Vladislav Gorbunov for the patch

History
#1 - 06/18/2009 05:46 PM - Tino Vázquez
- % Done changed from 0 to 80

Fixed in r586. Needs testing before closing (clients not working).

#2 - 07/01/2009 06:21 PM - Tino Vázquez
- Status changed from Assigned to Closed
- % Done changed from 80 to 100
- Resolution set to fixed

Tested.